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ABSTRACT Feather pecking (FP) is a significant
issue in laying hens, which impacts societal acceptance
of poultry farming, farm productivity, and bird welfare.
Environmental enrichment—modifications of the
environment to stimulate biological functioning and
psychological well-being of animals—is one manage-
ment strategy farmers can use to mitigate FP. How-
ever, inconsistent results of environmental enrichment
are reported across studies questioning its value. A
meta-analysis was used to determine the effect of
environmental enrichment on FP and feather damage
(FD) in laying hens. A systematic review of published
literature from 4 databases resulted in 23 publications
that met inclusion criteria. Feather pecking and FD
outcomes were standardized between studies using
different scoring systems. Driving variables included
the presence of enrichment, production period when the
enrichment started, housing type, beak trimming, bird
strain, and age of the birds when FP and FD was
measured. Considering the experiment as a random
effect, linear mixed model analysis was used in a 2-step
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approach, whereby variables with a P , 0.30 in uni-
variate analysis were included within the subsequent
multivariate analysis. Variables with P , 0.05 in the
multivariate analysis were retained in the final models.
Model selection and evaluation were based on corrected
Akaike information criteria, the root mean square
prediction errors, and concordance correlation co-
efficients. A higher frequency of FP was observed in
flocks lacking enrichment (P , 0.001), with increased
age (P 5 0.001), and in cage housing systems
(P 5 0.002). Similarly, FD increased in flocks lacking
enrichment (P 5 0.018), with increased age
(P , 0.001), in the absence of beak trimming
(P 5 0.001) and in cage housing systems (P 5 0.042).
This meta-analysis confirmed the effectiveness of
environmental enrichment in reducing FP and FD.
Nevertheless, the modest ability of enrichment to
dampen FD (20.14 6 0.06, 1-4 scale) suggests that
other management strategies must be implemented in
conjunction with environmental enrichment to suc-
cessfully manage FP and resulting FD.
Key words: poultry, injurious peck
ing, plumage, enrichment, housing
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INTRODUCTION

Billions of laying hens are kept for egg production
worldwide (IEC, 2015). These laying hens are descen-
dants of the red jungle fowl native to south and east
Asia which spends most of its time foraging in
vegetation-rich, complex environments (Dawkins,
1989). The behavior of laying hens and jungle fowl is
similar (Kruijt, 1964); however, genetic selection for pro-
duction may have inadvertently introduced feather
pecking behavior (Korte et al., 1997; Su et al., 2006).
Feather pecking (FP) is a form of injurious behavior
where birds peck at, pull, and potentially remove and
consume each other’s feathers resulting in feather dam-
age (FD) (Savory, 1995; Bil�cı́k and Keeling, 1999).

This behavior is a large problem in the laying hen
sector, affecting anywhere between 8 to 65% of flocks
and 15 to 95% of birds within those flocks depending
on various internal and external factors (reviewed by
van Staaveren and Harlander-Matauschek, 2020). The
behavior has large implications for bird welfare, farm
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productivity, and societal acceptance of poultry farming
(Nicol et al., 2013; van Staaveren and Harlander-
Matauschek, 2020). The main control strategy includes
trimming of the sharp upper and lower mandible tips
of the beak; however, this practice can cause short-
term and long-term pain, the formation of neuromas,
loss of normal beak function, and consequent changes
in behavior (Hughes and Gentle, 1995; Kuenzel, 2007;
Nicol, 2018). Furthermore, it does not eliminate FP
behavior but rather reduces the consequences or symp-
toms of the behavior (i.e., FD) (Nicol, 2018). Therefore,
the practice is under increasing scrutiny because of ani-
mal welfare and ethical and societal concerns (Nicol,
2018).

Scientists, veterinarians, farmers, and poultry sector
representatives are continuously working to identify
the underlying mechanisms and risk factors in an effort
to prevent and reduce FP and FD (Nicol et al., 2013;
Rodenburg et al., 2013). Unfortunately, the precise
mechanisms for FP are still unknown. From an etholog-
ical point of view, it is suggested that FPmay result from
a lack of stimuli for normal species-specific behavior in
their barren environment. In particular, FP is considered
as a form of redirected pecking behavior stemming from
frustration at the lack of foraging and feeding opportu-
nities (Wennrich, 1974; Blokhuis, 1986; Huber-Eicher
and Wechsler, 1997; Weeks and Nicol, 2006; Dixon
et al., 2008). Modified or new housing systems have
consequently been implemented in an attempt to reduce
the barrenness of the laying hens’ environment and to
improve laying hen welfare (Blokhuis et al., 2007). How-
ever, this ethological viewpoint can be challenged by the
fact that FP still occurs in all different types of housing
systems from barren wire enclosures (i.e., cage housing
systems) to complex single-tier or multi-tier barns (i.e.,
noncage housing systems) with outdoor access where
they can perform species-specific foraging behavior
(Green et al., 2000; Nicol et al., 2013; Rodenburg
et al., 2013; Bestman and Wagenaar, 2014; Elkhoraibi
et al., 2014).

Environmental enrichment is one of many manage-
ment strategies farmers can use to reduce FP and FD
(Lambton et al., 2013; Rodenburg et al., 2013; Jung
and Knierim, 2018). Newberry (1995) defined environ-
mental enrichment as “modifications within the environ-
ment that result in the improvement of biological
functioning of the animal”. More recently, it was stated
that environmental enrichment should “enhance animal
welfare by providing them sensory and motor stimula-
tion, through structures and resources that facilitate
the expression of species-specific behavior and promote
psychological well-being through physical exercise,
manipulative activities, and cognitive challenges accord-
ing to species-specific characteristics” (National
Research Council, 2011). However, diverse, inaccurate,
and vague definitions have led to a large variation of
possible enrichments, with some likely being biologically
irrelevant (W€urbel and Garner, 2007).
In laying hen flocks, enrichment can be provided in
various forms such as objects or materials which are suit-
able for foraging or dustbathing (Campbell et al., 2019;
Schreiter et al., 2019). Recommendations published by
administrations, associations, universities, breeding
companies, or food labels aimed at helping farmers
reduce FP often encourage the provision of enrichment
(Jung and Knierim, 2018). However, even in these guide-
lines, environmental enrichment is not always
mentioned (7 out of 15 and 11 out of 15 guidelines recom-
mended enrichment during the rearing and laying
period, respectively) (Jung and Knierim, 2018). A
possible reason for the variation could be the inconsis-
tent, or even contradictory, results from epidemiological
studies and experimental studies in terms of the effec-
tiveness of enrichment material in reducing FP or FD
(reviewed by Jung and Knierim, 2018; Campbell et al.,
2019; Schreiter et al., 2019). Effectiveness of enrichment
plays a large role in the uptake of this strategy by
farmers (Newberry, 1995; Lambton et al., 2013), and
inconsistent results make interpretation of findings diffi-
cult, thus undermining the strength of evidence in favor
of providing enrichment to reduce FP. A quantitative
meta-analysis that integrates the results of different in-
dependent studies (Phillips, 2005) to determine the
effectiveness of enrichment is currently lacking. There-
fore, the aim of this article was to use a meta-analysis
approach to quantify the effect of enrichment on FP
and FD in laying hens while considering several possible
co-variates that could influence the results, including
bird age, bird strain, beak trimming status, and housing
system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Literature Search

A systematic literature review was conducted in
January 2020 to identify relevant literature using Web
of Science, CAB Direct, PubMed, and Agricola data-
bases. Searches were performed using the following key-
words “chicken OR poultry OR laying hen” AND
“feather pecking OR feather damage OR plumage dam-
age OR injurious pecking” AND “enrichment OR toy
OR device” for all fields. No limitation was set on the lan-
guage or year of publication to ensure the highest num-
ber of returned publications. A manual search of
references cited in articles and reviews collected was
also conducted to find any additional publications. Au-
thors of articles for which additional information was
needed were contacted.
After the removal of duplicates, publications were

screened based on relevance of the title, abstract and
keywords. Owing to the inherently different nature of
cage and noncage housing systems, different types of
environmental enrichment are observed within these sys-
tems. Therefore, within the database, environmental
enrichment was defined as “any additional modifications
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within the environment” (Newberry, 1995), over any
provisions that should be present in the housing system
under investigation. Studies had to include a control
treatment which was a similar housing system without
the specific enrichment present. Consequently, studies
that compared different housing systems (i.e., conven-
tional cage, furnished cage, noncage systems, and out-
door systems), different litter substrates, or range
quality were excluded. Housing systems were separated
into cage systems (i.e., conventional and furnished
cages) and noncage systems (i.e., single-tier and multi-
tier systems with or without outdoor access). Items
such as perches, claw abrasive devices, nest, or scratch
areas were not considered as enrichments per se in cage
systems, as these would be present in furnished cages
(EFSA, 2005). Studies that were not specific to laying
hens were excluded. The literature funnel (Moher
et al., 2009) for the development of this database is pre-
sented in Figure 1.
Owing to the large variety in types of enrichment ma-

terials that were used in the studies (Table 1), we classi-
fied enrichment materials into 3 groups as per Schreiter
et al. (2019). Specifically, 1) enrichment materials for
foraging and consumption as feed, 2) enrichment mate-
rials for dustbathing, and 3) objects with no foraging
or dustbathing opportunities. Most studies looked at
one type of environmental enrichment, though some
studies compared multiple types, or included a combina-
tion of the different types within 1 treatment (Table 1).
Data Extraction and Calculations

Information regarding type of studies and whether or
not studies were performed on commercial farms is
Figure 1. Literature funnel (Preferred Reporting Items for System-
atic reviews and Meta-analyses diagram adapted from (Moher et al.,
2009)). Abbreviations: FD, feather damage; FP, feather pecking.
presented in Table 1. The total number of birds used
in the different studies ranged from 40 to 900 on research
facilities, whereas studies using commercial flocks re-
ported flock sizes up to 16,000 birds. Reported means
of the outcome measures (FP, FD) and potential x-vari-
ables were extracted from individual papers into a single
line entry in Excel. Whenmultiple experiments were pre-
sented within 1 paper, experiments were coded sepa-
rately. Measures of variance (SD or SE) were extracted
where possible, as well as the number of experimental
units and the number of birds assessed per treatment.
Data presented in graphs within the original publication
were digitized to extract the mean, SD, and SE values of
the FP or FD outcome (WebPlotDigitizer, https://
automeris.io/WebPlotDigitizer/). Detailed information
regarding the enrichment was extracted which was clas-
sified as 1 of the 3 types (i.e., foraging, dustbathing, ob-
jects) defined by Schreiter et al. (2019). Treatments that
combined the different types were noted as such
(Table 1). Additional descriptive parameters included
housing system (cage vs. noncage systems), beak trim-
ming (yes vs. no), production period at which the enrich-
ment started (rearing vs. laying period), age at which FD
and FP were measured (in weeks), and genetic strain of
the birds. In experiments where the outcome was
recorded at multiple time-points, the means of individual
time-points were extracted where possible. When indi-
vidual time-points were not provided, the overall mean
of the outcome was extracted, and the average age at
which the outcome was measured was used.

Both outcomes (FP, FD) were standardized to allow
for comparison between experiments. Feather pecking
was standardized to the average number of pecks per
bird per min. Data were extracted for severe FP where
possible; however, it should be noted that not all studies
used the same definitions or looked at multiple types of
bird-to-bird pecking (e.g., gentle FP, severe FP, aggres-
sive pecking). Additionally, some studies reported the
different types of pecking separately, whereas others
only provided a value where all different types of bird-
to-bird pecking were summed together. Where severe
FP was not reported separately, data on the combined
forms of bird-to-bird pecking were used instead. Feather
damage was scored on different scales depending on the
experiment (Table 2) and was either presented for indi-
vidual body areas or presented as an overall sum of
scores (range: 1–11 body areas). Scores were adjusted
to represent 1 body area (if more than 1 area was repre-
sented, the old score was divided by the number of areas
before conversion to the new score), rather than an over-
all sum of scores and transformed into the 1-4 scale
following Tauson et al. (2005), where 4 indicates a better
feather cover (Table 2) assuming a linear conversion be-
tween scales (Bedere et al., 2018). When scores were
given for separate body areas, the tail/back/rump area
was chosen as this is most likely to reflect FP (Wood-
Gush and Rowland, 1973; Bil�cı́k and Keeling, 1999). In
some studies, the number or percentage of birds with
FD was provided, and this was reconstructed to calcu-
late the average score. The percentage of birds was
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Table 1. Summary description of publications included in the meta-analysis, with information on type of study, housing type, beak
trimming status, enrichment type provided, the outcome measured, and the results found.

Publication Study type Housing N1 Beak trim Enrichment type

Outcome2 Result3

FD FP Pecking FD FP

Alm et al. (2017) Factorial Noncage 12 No Foraging x - - 5 -
Campbell et al. (2018) Factorial Noncage 6 Yes Combination x - - NA4 -
Chow et al. (2005) Factorial Cage 10 NA4 Objects - x5 - - Y6

Cronin et al. (2018) Factorial Noncage 16 No Foraging x5 - x Y6 Y6

Daigle et al. (2014) Factorial Noncage 30 Yes Objects, Foraging x x5 - 5 5
Decina et al. (2019) Observational7 Noncage 38 Yes NA4 x - - [ -
Dixon et al. (2010) Factorial Cage 48 No Foraging, Objects, Dustbathing - - x5 - Y
Hartcher et al. (2015) Factorial Noncage 16 Both Combination x5 x - 5 5
Ito et al. (2002) Factorial Cage 12 Yes Objects x x5 - Y6 5
Johannson et al. (2016) 8 Factorial Cage 8 Yes Foraging x - x Y Y
Jones et al. (2002) Factorial Cage 20 No Objects - - x - NA4

Klein et al. (2000) Factorial Noncage 16 No Foraging - - x5 - Y
Liebers et al. (2019) Factorial5 Noncage 18 No Foraging x - - Y6 -
McAdie et al. (2005) 8 Factorial Cage 60 No Objects x x5 - Y Y
Mielenz et al. (2010) Factorial Noncage 8 Yes Combination x - - NA4 -
Morrissey et al. (2016) Factorial5 Cage 64 Both Objects x - x 5 Y
Norgaard-Nielsen et al. (1993) Factorial Cage 16 Yes Foraging x5 - - Y6 -
Pettersson et al. (2017) Intervention7 Noncage 12 Yes Combination x x - 5 Y
Schmidt et al. (2019) Intervention7 Noncage 1 No Foraging x5 - - NA4 -
Steenfeldt et al. (2007) Factorial Noncage 16 No Foraging x x - Y6 Y6

Tahamtani et al. (2016) Factorial7 Noncage 23 No Foraging x5 x - NA4 5
Wechsler et al. (1998) Factorial Noncage 16 No Foraging x x5 - 5 Y
Zepp et al. (2018) Factorial7 Noncage 12 No Foraging - x - - Y

1Number of groups within the publication (depending on the housing system this refers to a cage, pen, or flock).
2Outcome measured: FD 5 feather damage, FP 5 feather pecking, pecking 5 combination of different forms of bird-to-bird pecking including FP.
3Result found: 5 no effect, Y improvement in FD/FP, [ worsening of FD/FP, NA not reported or not analyzed.
4NA 5 information not explicitly reported or not analyzed because of lack of birds affected.
5Data extracted using WebPlotDigitizer.
6Statistical tendency (P-value , 0.10) or results only observed for certain age group and/or body area assessed.
7Research performed on commercial farms.
8Two experiments within the publication.
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reconstructed to the number of birds with a certain
score, and the average score was calculated by summing
all scores and dividing this by the total number of birds.
Finally, a total of 210 treatment means were included
based on 25 experiments from 23 studies; however, not
all studies could be used for both of the outcome vari-
ables (Table 1).
Table 2. Scoring scale transformations for feather da
indicate if the higher value represents a better or wor
were assessed per bird and the formula used to transfo
scale while adjusting for one body area (FDtrans) are

Publication Original scale No.

Alm et al. (2017) 1–4 (best)
Campbell et al. (2018) 0–1 (worst)
Cronin et al. (2018) 0–1 (worst)
Daigle et al. (2014) 0–5 (worst)
Decina et al. (2019) 0–2 (worst)
Hartcher et al. (2015) 0–4 (worst)
Ito et al. (2002) 0–3 (worst)
Johannson et al. (2016) 1–4 (best)
Liebers et al. (2019) 1–4 (best)
McAdie et al. (2005) 0–5 (worst)
Mielenz et al. (2010) 0–6 (worst)
Morrissey et al. (2016) 0–1 (worst)
Norgaard-Nielsen et al. (1993) 1–4 (best)
Pettersson et al. (2017) 1–4 (best)
Schmidt et al. (2019) 0–4 (worst)
Steenfeldt et al. (2007) 1–4 (best)
Tahamtani et al. (2016) 0–2 (worst)
Wechsler et al. (1998) 1–4 (worst)

1Presented as presence or absence–area not specified.
2Back/rump/tail area value extracted.
Model Development

Separate analyses were performed for FD and FP as
the dependent variables. Independent variables in the
meta-analysis included enrichment, housing system,
beak trimming, bird strain, production period at which
the enrichment started, and age at which the outcome
mage (FD). Within the original scoring scale, we
se feather cover. The number of body areas that
rm the original score (FDscale) onto the 1–4 (best)
shown.

of body areas Transformation

6 FDtrans 5 FDscale/6
11 FDtrans 5 23 ! (FDscale/1) 1 4
7 FDtrans 5 23 ! (FDscale/7) 1 4
11 FDtrans 5 20.6 ! (FDscale/11) 1 4
12 FDtrans 5 21.5 ! (FDscale/1) 1 4
11 FDtrans 5 20.75 ! (FDscale/1) 1 4
5 FDtrans 5 21 ! (FDscale/5) 1 4
5 FDtrans 5 FDscale/5
3 FDtrans 5 FDscale/3
10 FDtrans 5 20.6 ! (FDscale/10) 1 4
12 FDtrans 5 20.5 ! (FDscale/1) 1 4
11 FDtrans 5 23 ! (FDscale/1) 1 4
5 FDtrans 5 FDscale/5
5 FDtrans 5 FDscale/5
12 FDtrans 5 20.75 ! (FDscale/1) 1 4
5 FDtrans 5 FDscale/5
11 FDtrans 5 21.5 ! (FDscale/1) 1 4
6 FDtrans 5 21 ! (FDscale/6) 1 5
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was measured. All statistical procedures were conducted
using SAS Studio (SAS Inst. Inc., Cary, NC). Initial data
exploration was conducted to calculate descriptive
means and SE (PROC MEANS) and visually examine
normality of the data (PROC UNIVARIATE) for
continuous variables. Frequency tables (PROC FREQ)
were used for categorical variables to determine the
number of observations within each class (Table 3).
Owing to the limited and unbalanced nature of the
data, the enrichment treatment was condensed into a bi-
nary (yes vs. no) variable, and strain was omitted from
the analysis; a proxy in the form of feather color (brown
vs. white colored birds) was explored instead.
Associations between categorical independent vari-

ables were assessed using chi-square tests (PROC
FREQ). Variables associated with each other were not
included within the same model. Spearman rank correla-
tions between the outcome measures and the age of the
birds were also evaluated (PROC CORR).
Linear mixed models were developed with experiment

as a random effect (St-Pierre, 2001; Sauvant et al.,
2008). Only variables that may have influenced the
outcome measure in univariate analysis (arbitrary lib-
eral P, 0.30) were considered for multivariate equation
development to reduce the potential of over-fitting
models to the data (Dohoo et al., 2009). The period in
which the enrichment was started (rearing vs. laying
period) and feather color (brown vs. white colored) did
not meet the selection criteria of P , 0.30 for both FD
and FP and were thus excluded from further analysis.
Table 3. Descriptive statistics of the dependent
damage), continuous independent variables, an
database.

Variable N1

Dependent variables
FP (pecks/bird/min) 110
FD (1–4 scale) 114

Continuous independent variables
Age at FP (week) 126 2
Age at FD (week) 118 4

Categorical independent variables
Housing type

Cage 60 (28.6%)
Noncage 150 (71.4%)

Beak trimming2

No 122 (61.6%)
Yes 74 (37.4%)
Both3 2 (1.0%)

Enrichment
No 91 (43.3%)
Yes 119 (56.7%)

Enrichment period
Laying 137 (65.2%)
Rearing 73 (34.8%)

Feather color
Brown 76 (36.2%)
White 118 (56.2%)
Silver 8 (3.8%)
Combination3 8 (3.8%)

1N is total number of observations for which inform
tions) for categorical variables.

2Note that not all studies specified beak trimming sta
3Data were not presented separately for the differen
Beak trimming only met the selection criteria for the
FD outcome and not for the FP models. In addition,
beak trimming is not thought to biologically influence
the actual FP behavior, instead exerting its effects
because of the potential damage to the feather cover
birds with intact or trimmed beaks can do (Nicol,
2018). Therefore, beak trimming was only considered
as a biologically relevant dependent variable for FD.
The main factor of enrichment was included in the
model, and remaining variables (i.e., age of birds, hous-
ing, or beak trimming) were added one by one using a
forward selection approach. Variables that were signifi-
cant at P , 0.05 were retained in the model(s) devel-
oped. Interactions (enrichment ! housing,
enrichment ! beak trimming, enrichment ! age of
birds) were explored, but interactions were omitted
from the final models because of limited or unbalanced
data or nonsignificance of interactions. Models could
not be weighed to account for heterogeneous errors and
differences in accuracy across studies (St-Pierre, 2001)
because of insufficient data (SE or SD) being available
for this step.

The assumptions of normally distributed residuals
and homogeneity of variance were examined graphi-
cally with the use of conditional studentized residual
plots. Normality and homogeneity of random effects
were evaluated visually using histograms and Q-Q
plots. The optimal variance-covariance matrix struc-
ture was evaluated by comparing the corrected
Akaike information criterion (AICc). Influential
variables (FP: feather pecking, FD: feather
d categorical independent variables in the

Mean (SD) SE Median Min Max

0.03 (0.063) 0.006 0.01 0.0 0.60
3.1 (0.75) 0.07 3.3 1.4 4.0

1.6 (11.44) 1.02 23.0 1.0 53.0
0.8 (14.57) 1.34 40.0 10.0 72.0

ation was available. Presented as N (% of observa-

tus and therefore N does not equal 210 observations.
t categories.
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points were investigated using the Cook’s distance
test within PROC MIXED and removed when neces-
sary. Statistical significance was considered at
P , 0.05, and tendencies are reported when 0.05 �
P � 0.1.
Model Evaluation

Models developed during the analysis were evaluated
to assess the precision and accuracy of the predictions
(Tedeschi, 2006). Owing to the limited size of the
data set, no independent evaluation was performed,
but rather the model was evaluated back on the devel-
opmental data set. The first evaluation was performed
by calculating the mean square prediction error
(MSPE) as

MSPE5
Xn
i51

Oi2Pi
2
.
n [1]

where Oi is the observed value of the ith observation, Pi

is the predicted value of the ith observation, and n is the
total number of observations. The square root of the
MSPE (RMSPE) was subsequently expressed as the
percentage of the observed mean to provide a metric
of the overall prediction error (Bibby and Toutenburg,
1977).

RMSPE5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MSPE

p

O
x100% [2]

RMSPE was decomposed into the overall bias error
(ECT), regression slope deviation (ER), and error due
to “random” disturbance (ED) (Bibby and Toutenburg,
1977).

ECT 5 ðP2OÞ2 [3]

ER5 ðsp2R x soÞ2 [4]

ED5
�
12R2

�
x so2 [5]

where O is the observed mean, P is the predicted mean, so
and sp are the observed and predicted standard deviations,
respectively, andR is the Pearson correlation coefficient be-
tween the observed and predicted values.

A second evaluation in the form of the concordance
correlation coefficient (CCC) was calculated as per
Lin (1989). The CCC value ranges from -1 to 11,
with -1 indicating that the predicted and observed
values are in perfect disagreement, 0 indicating that
there is no relationship, and 11 indicating that they
are in perfect agreement. The formula for CCC can
be expressed as

CCC 5R x Cb [6]

where R is the Pearson correlation coefficient as a measure
of precision, and Cb is the bias correction factor as a
measure of accuracy (Lin, 1989; Tedeschi, 2006).Cb is
calculated as

Cb 5
2�

v11
v1m2

� [7]

with v5
sp
so

[8]

and m5
O2P�
so x sp

�1=2 [9]

where v indicates a measure of scale shift, where a value. 1
indicates that less variance is explained by the prediction
model than is observed (ideal value: 1), and m is a measure
of location shift where a positive value signals under predic-
tion and a negative value signals over prediction.
The predicted vs. observed plot and conditional re-

sidual (predicted-observed) vs. predicted plot were
also visually examined for patterns. The intercept of
the predicted vs. observed plot and the slope of the con-
ditional residual vs. predicted plot were tested for sig-
nificant difference from zero using PROC REG to
determine mean and slope bias in the conditional resid-
uals, respectively.
RESULTS

Feather Pecking Model and Evaluation

Four prediction equation models were developed
for FP (Table 4). Model evaluation was based on
AICc, RMSPE, and CCC (Table 5) and residual
plots shown in Figure 2. The final model for FP
(Model FP3) used a lognormal distribution and
included enrichment, housing, and age as fixed effects
(PROC GLIMMIX), with experiment as a random ef-
fect using an unstructured variance-covariance ma-
trix. In general, there was a higher frequency of FP
in birds without access to enrichment and in those
kept in a cage housing system (Table 5, Model
FP1-4), and the frequency increased with age
(Table 4, Model FP2-4). A significant interaction
was observed between enrichment and housing sys-
tem (Model FP4), indicating that the highest level
of FP was present in flocks without enrichment
that were kept in cage systems. However, the resid-
uals for the random effect did not follow a normal
distribution. Furthermore, the interaction was unbal-
anced (8 observations and 16 observations with no
enrichment and enrichment in cage housing, respec-
tively, vs. 38 and 48 observations with no enrichment
and enrichment in noncage housing, respectively),
which is also reflected in the high SE, and differences
observed between the 4 treatment combinations
which are difficult to interpret (Table 4). As Model
FP3 (no interaction included) and Model FP4



Table 4. Backtransformed least square means (LSM 6 SE) for models developed to quantify the effect of environmental enrichment on
feather pecking (FP) in laying hens (pecks/bird/min).

Variable

Model FP1 Model FP2 Model FP31 Model FP41

LSM P LSM P LSM P LSM P

Enrichment ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001
No 0.03 6 0.008 0.03 6 0.007 0.04 6 0.009 0.05 6 0.012
Yes 0.01 6 0.003 0.01 6 0.003 0.02 6 0.003 0.01 6 0.003

Age2 (week) NI 0.04 6 0.012 0.001 0.04 6 0.010 0.001 0.04 6 0.010 0.001
Housing NI NI 0.002 0.001
Cage 0.05 6 0.017 0.06 6 0.020
Noncage 0.01 6 0.003 0.01 6 0.003

Enrichment ! Housing interaction NI NI NI 0.001
No—Cage 0.141 6 0.0558a

Yes—Cage 0.023 6 0.0082b,c

No—Noncage 0.020 6 0.0043b

Yes—Noncage 0.010 6 0.0021c

Final model is bolded (Model FP3). Variables with a P-value , 0.05 were retained in the final model.
Abbreviation: NI, not included in the model.
11 outlier was removed from the model.
2Estimate parameters are on the untransformed lognormal scale.
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(interaction included) did not differ much in the
further model evaluation analysis, such as the
RMSP and CCC (Table 5), Model FP3 was consid-
ered as the final model.
Table 5. Evaluation of model equation
hens.

Evaluation parameter Model FP1 Mo

N 106 1
AICc1 270.82 2
Mean 6 SE2 24.2 6 0.06 24.
SD2 0.65
RMSPE (%)3 217.1 2
ECT (%)4 0.0
ER (%)5 1.1
ED (%)6 98.9

CCC7 0.645
R8 0.712
Cb

9 0.907
V10 1.567
m11 0.000

Plots
Slope12 0.11 6 0.108 0.09

Model evaluation included square root M
ation of predicted vs. observed and condit
pendent variables included enrichment (M
FP2); enrichment, age and housing (Mode
housing and enrichment ! housing interact

Abbreviation: MSPE, mean square predic
1Corrected akaike information criterion a
2Mean, SE, and SD of predicted valu

mean 6 SD were 0.03 6 0.064 (FP1), 0.03 6
0.03 6 0.064 (FP4).

3Root mean square prediction error expres
on the lognormal scale.

4Error due to bias expressed as a percenta
5Error due to regression slope deviation e
6Error due to disturbance expressed as a
7Concordance correlation coefficient calcu
8Pearson correlation coefficient.
9Bias correction factor.
10Scale shift measure.
11Location shift measure.
12Slope of conditional residual vs. predicte

Values are presented as estimate 6SE and
zero, P , 0.05.
Feather Damage Model and Evaluation

Five prediction equation models were developed for
FD (Tables 6 and 7) with different combinations of
s for feather pecking (FP) in laying

del FP2 Model FP3 Model FP4

06 105 105
67.09 233.94 223.76
2 6 0.07 24.2 6 0.07 24.2 6 0.08
0.69 0.74 0.77

16.5 214.6 213.7
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.7 0.3 0.3
99.3 99.7 99.7
0.683 0.756 0.790
0.736 0.787 0.814
0.929 0.961 0.971
1.476 1.331 1.278
0.000 0.000 0.000

6 0.098 0.05 6 0.081 0.04 6 0.073

SPE and CCC analysis as well as evalu-
ional residual vs. predicted plots. Inde-
odel FP1); enrichment and age (Model
l FP3—final model); enrichment, age,
ion (Model FP4).
tion error.
s a measure of goodness-of-fit.
es on the lognormal scale. Observed
0.064 (FP2), 0.03 6 0.064 (FP3), and

sed as a percentage of the observed mean

ge of MSPE.
xpressed as a percentage of MSPE.
percentage of MSPE.
lated as R ! Cb.

d regression as calculated in PROCREG.
* indicates a significant difference from



Figure 2. Conditional residual (predicted–observed) vs. predicted plots for the different model equations for feather pecking (FP, pecks/bird/min
on the lognormal scale) in laying hens. Independent variables included enrichment (Model FP1); enrichment and age (Model FP2); enrichment, age,
and housing (Model FP3—final model); enrichment, age, housing and enrichment ! housing interaction (Model FP4).
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independent variables, including environmental enrich-
ment, age, beak trimming status, and housing type.
Model evaluation was based on AICc, RMSPE, and
CCC (Table 8) and residual plots shown in Figure 3.
The final model for FD (Model FD5) followed a
Gaussian distribution and included enrichment,
Table 6. Parameter estimates for the model equations developed to qu
(FD).

Variable

Model FD1 Model FD2

Estimate P Estimate P Esti

Intercept 3.18 6 0.151 ,0.001 4.17 6 0.176 ,0.001 4.40
Enrichment

No 210.02 6 0.08 0.786 20.02 6 0.08 0.057 20.13
Yes – –

Age (week) NI 20.03 6 0.003 ,0.001 20.03
Beak trim NI NI

No 20.49
Yes

Housing NI NI N
Cage
Noncage

A higher feather damage score (range: 1–4) indicates a better feather cover.
retained in the final model.

Abbreviation: NI, not included in the model.
13 outliers were removed from Model FD5 which was considered the final m
housing, beak trimming, and age as fixed effects
(PROC MIXED), experiment as a random effect, and
used an unstructured variance-covariance matrix struc-
ture. Negative parameter estimates for the FD score
were found when no enrichment was provided, birds
had an increased age, birds were nonbeak trimmed,
antify the effect of environmental enrichment on feather damage

Model FD3 Model FD4 Model FD51

mate P Estimate P Estimate P

6 0.196 ,0.001 4.29 6 0.192 ,0.001 4.59 6 0.217 ,0.001

6 0.06 0.046 20.13 6 0.07 0.059 20.14 6 0.06 0.018
– – –
6 0.003 ,0.001 20.03 6 0.003 ,0.001 20.02 6 0.003 ,0.001

NI
6 0.18 0.008 20.57 6 0.17 0.001
– –
I

20.36 6 0.25 0.176 20.57 6 0.26 0.042
– –

Final model is bolded (Model FD5). Variables with a P-value , 0.05 were

odel.

mailto:Image of Figure 2|eps


Table 7.Least squaremeans (LSM6 SE) formodels developed to quantify the effect of environmental enrichment on feather damage (FD)
in laying hens.

Variable

Model FD1 Model FD2 Model FD3 Model FD4 Model FD51

LSM P LSM P LSM P LSM P LSM P

Enrichment 0.786 0.057 0.046 0.0587 0.018
No 3.2 6 0.15 3.0 6 0.13 3.0 6 0.13 2.9 6 0.13 2.9 6 0.13
Yes 3.2 6 0.15 3.1 6 0.13 3.1 6 0.13 3.1 6 0.13 3.0 6 0.13

Age (week) NI 20.03 6 0.003 ,0.001 20.03 6 0.003 ,0.001 20.03 6 0.003 ,0.001 20.02 6 0.003 ,0.001
Beak trim NI NI 0.008 NI 0.001

No 2.8 6 0.16 2.7 6 0.16
Yes 3.3 6 0.16 3.2 6 0.15

Housing NI NI NI 0.1763 0.042
Cage 2.8 6 0.21 2.7 6 0.21
Noncage 3.2 6 0.15 3.2 6 0.15

A higher feather damage score (range: 1–4) indicates a better feather cover. Final model is bolded (Model FD5). Variables with a P-value , 0.05 were
retained in the final model.

Abbreviation: NI, not included in the model
13 outliers were removed from Model FD5 which was considered the final model.
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and cage housing systems were used (Table 4). This is
also represented through the lower least square mean
values (Table 7), indicating a worsening of the feather
cover. It should be noted that enrichment on its own
did not significantly explain the variance observed in
the FD score (Model FD1, P 5 0.786). The remaining
variables had to be added in order for enrichment to
become a significant variable. Furthermore, housing sys-
tem was not significant (Model FD4) until included
Table 8. Evaluation of model equations for fea

Evaluation parameter Model FD1 Model FD2

N 114 108
AICc1 181.7 127.2
Mean 6 SE2 3.1 6 0.056 3.0 6 0.065
SD2 0.6001 0.6757
RMSPE (%)3 12.8 9.9
ECT (%)4 0.0 0.0
ER (%)5 1.2 0.6
ED (%)6 98.8 99.4

CCC7 0.834 0.913
R8 0.855 0.919
Cb

9 0.975 0.993
V10 1.252 1.124
m11 0.000 0.000

Plots
Intercept12 0.97 6 0.12* 0.55 6 0.11
Slope13 0.07 6 0.06 0.03 6 0.04

Model evaluation included square root MSPE and
vs. observed and conditional residual vs. predicted p
(Model FD1); enrichment and age (Model FD2); enr
enrichment, age, and housing (Model FD4); enrich
FD5—final model).

Abbreviation: MSPE, mean square prediction err
1Akaike information criterion as a measure of goo
2Mean, SE, and SD of predicted values.
3Root mean square prediction error expressed as
4Error due to bias expressed as a percentage of M
5Error due to regression slope deviation expressed
6Error due to disturbance expressed as a percenta
7Concordance correlation coefficient calculated as
8Pearson correlation coefficient.
9Bias correction factor.
10Scale shift measure.
11Location shift measure.
12Intercept of predicted vs. observed regression as

as estimate 6SE and * indicates a significant differe
13Slope of conditional residual vs. predicted regr

presented as estimate 6SE and * indicates a signific
together with beak trimming in the final model (Model
FD5). The addition of all significant variables in Model
FD5 resulted in slight improvements in the RMSPE
and CCC (Table 8). The majority of the RMSPE was
attributed to the ED in all models. The CCC indicated
a close to perfect relationship between predicted and
observed FD values. Model FD5 explained nearly all
variance as observed by the scale shift being close to 1
and extremely low location shift indicating very little
ther damage (FD) in laying hens.

Model FD3 Model FD4 Model FD5

108 108 105
121.2 126.2 104.7

3.0 6 0.066 3.0 6 0.065 3.0 6 0.068
0.6840 0.6770 0.6970
9.4 9.9 8.7
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.5 0.4
99.5 99.5 99.6
0.922 0.913 0.934
0.927 0.919 0.938
0.995 0.993 0.996
1.111 1.122 1.092
0.000 0.000 0.000

* 0.50 6 0.10* 0.55 6 0.11* 0.43 6 0.10*
0.03 6 0.04 0.03 6 0.04 0.02 6 0.04

CCC analysis as well as evaluation of predicted
lots. Independent variables included enrichment
ichment, age, and beak trimming (Model FD3);
ment, age, beak trimming, and housing (Model

or.
dness-of-fit.

a percentage of the observed mean.
SPE.
as a percentage of MSPE.
ge of MSPE.
R ! Cb.

calculated in PROC REG. Values are presented
nce from zero.
ession as calculated in PROC REG. Values are
ant difference from zero, P , 0.05.



Figure 3. Conditional residual (predicted–observed) vs. predicted plots for the different model equations for feather damage (FD, range: 1–4) in
laying hens. Independent variables included enrichment (Model FD1); enrichment and age (Model FD2); enrichment, age, and beak trimming (Model
FD3); enrichment, age, and housing (Model FD4); enrichment, age, beak trimming, and housing (Model FD5—final model).
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under prediction. Importantly, the model fit of Model
FD5 was distinctly improved compared with the other
models based on the AICc (Table 8). The residual vs.
predicted plot for Model FD1 shows a pattern that is
reduced when additional variables are included in the
model (Model FD2-5). The slope of the residual vs. pre-
dicted plots was not significantly different from zero
(P . 0.05; Figure 3 and Table 8), indicating that pre-
dicted and observed values did not differ from one
another and lie close to the line of unity, as also indicated
by all Cb values being close to one (Table 8).
DISCUSSION

To the authors’ knowledge, only few previous meta-
analyses have been conducted in regard to poultry wel-
fare and have focused on mortality in different housing
systems (Weeks et al., 2016) or the effect of feed and

mailto:Image of Figure 3|tif
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water deprivation posthatch in broilers (de Jong et al.,
2017). This study provides the first meta-analysis on
the impact of enrichments on FP and FD. The need
for a meta-analysis on FP and subsequent FD had
been highlighted in previous studies (Kjaer et al., 2011;
Freire and Cowling, 2013).
Effects of Enrichment on Feather Pecking
and Feather Damage

The provision of enrichment was significantly associ-
ated with lower FP. The frequency of FP was approx.
2 times higher in flocks without enrichment (Table 4).
Furthermore, lack of enrichment was significantly asso-
ciated with a lower FD score (Table 7), indicating a
worse feather cover. The decrease in FD score when no
enrichment was provided was relatively small
(20.14 6 0.06, Table 6); however, this is a 4.7% change
when considering that the score can range from 1 to 4.
Additionally, it should be noted that by condensing
the FD score (e.g., a range of 11–55 being fit into the
1–4 range), the differences between treatment means
are indeed on a smaller scale. This provides strong evi-
dence that it is an effective measure to reduce FP and
subsequently FD.
It should be noted that the enrichment provided in the

different studies was diverse (Table 1). Studies provided
a combination of different enrichment types (i.e., ob-
jects, foraging, dustbathing materials) within 1 treat-
ment, switched enrichment types, or confounded
enrichment type with the housing system. Even within
an enrichment type, often multiple forms of enrichment
were provided (different objects together, e.g., plastic
caps, wind chimes, strings within the object type; or
different foraging substrates together, e.g., pecking
stones, lucerne bales within the foraging type). This
large variety in provided enrichment forced us to
consider enrichment as a binary yes or no variable.While
this showed a clear result that enrichment per se is
capable of reducing FP and FD, it limited the possibility
of sophisticated further analyses to truly elucidate if the
type of enrichment plays a role. Types of enrichment
that give birds opportunities to forage, and to a lesser
extent dustbathe, are thought to be more effective in
reducing FP (Blokhuis, 1986; Vestergaard and Lisborg,
1993; Rodenburg et al., 2013). Most of the studies pro-
vided foraging opportunities as enrichment (16 studies),
wheres only 2 studies provided additional dustbathing
opportunities as enrichment. In contrast, objects which
are often used (10 studies) are considered less effective
in reducing FP or FD, though they might have benefits
in reducing fearfulness which is also linked to FP
(Campbell et al., 2019). Dixon et al. (2010) indeed found
that foraging material was most effective in reducing FP,
though dustbathing material and objects also reduced
FP compared with the control group. They suggested
that the environmental enrichment could work by occu-
pying the birds’ time or having some stress-reducing ef-
fects (Dixon et al., 2010). However, this was the only
study that compared all types of enrichment within
the same group of birds with a Latin square design while
most other studies used factorial designs. Further work
is needed to investigate how the type of enrichment in-
fluences the FP and FD outcomes. Other remaining
questions regarding environmental enrichment for
laying hens were highlighted by Schreiter et al. (2019),
for example whether enrichment should be provided pre-
ventatively or curatively. The majority of studies
included in this meta-analysis did not provide enrich-
ment preventatively (only 12% of observations), and
this factor could therefore not be further analyzed.

The review by Schreiter et al. (2019) emphasized that
enrichment was shown to be beneficial in cage systems,
but less clear effects were observed in noncage systems.
The current meta-analysis did not find a significant
interaction between enrichment and housing type for
FD (Tables 6 and 7), suggesting that the effect of enrich-
ment is, in fact, similar in cage and noncage housing sys-
tems. In terms of FP analysis, there was some evidence
that pointed toward a significant interaction (Table 4),
which indeed showed a stronger effect of enrichment
within cage systems as opposed to noncage systems.
However, owing to the issue of unbalanced data (i.e., un-
balanced number of observations in the treatment
groups), this interaction was omitted from the final
model. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to recon-
sider this aspect when more detailed analysis regarding
enrichment provision becomes possible. Furthermore,
we had intended to explore responses over time, but
only 4 (FP) and 6 (FD) studies reported true repeated
observations, whereas the majority either measured at
one time-point or did not present values for each time-
point separately. Consequently, there is room to improve
this meta-analysis in the future when additional data
become available, especially in terms of type of enrich-
ment, method of enrichment provision, and short- and
long-term effects.

While the positive effect of enrichment on reducing
FP and FD was found in the current meta-analysis,
its impact can be considered relatively small. We
should, therefore, consider the possible additive effect
of providing enrichment as one of multiple, effective
management strategies (Bracke et al., 2004; Lambton
et al., 2013). Lambton et al. (2013) found correlations
indicating lower levels of FP, FD, and mortality at
40 wk of age in flocks where farmers used more of the
suggested management strategies. While not providing
details on the strength of these correlations, an average
of 19 out of 46 possible management strategies were
used in the flocks (Lambton et al., 2013), showing the
need for multiple strategies. The provision of enrich-
ment materials is a relatively simple strategy in terms
of feasibility and on-going commitment which could in-
fluence uptake by farmers (Lambton et al., 2013). The
results of the current meta-analysis can also sway
farmers who indicate that a lack of guarantee that stra-
tegies, such as enrichment, would be effective, was a
main barrier to implement strategies (Palczynski
et al., 2016).
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Effects of Age, Housing System, and Beak
Trimming on Feather Pecking and Feather
Damage

While not the main factor of interest in this meta-
analysis, age, housing system, and beak trimming status
were needed to explain the variance observed in FP fre-
quency and FD score. Feather pecking frequency
increased with each 1-week increase in age of the birds
(log estimate 0.04 6 0.001, Table 4). Similarly, a 0.02
(60.003) reduction in FD score or worsening of the
feather cover was observed as birds increased in age
(Model FD5, Tables 6 and 7). This is consistent with
the literature which supports the fact that FP and FD
increase as flocks get older (Bil�cı́k and Keeling, 1999;
Huber-Eicher and Seb€o, 2001; Lambton et al., 2013;
Decina et al., 2019). If we assume a linear relationship,
our results suggest that the FD score of a bird would
decrease by one full point in a 50-week period. Laying
hens are typically kept in production up to 70 to 72 wk
of age (Pelletier, 2017), though it can be longer (Bain
et al., 2016; Fernyhough et al., 2020). We should, howev-
er, caution that the relationship of worsening feather
cover over time might not be linear, as assumed in this
extrapolation. Additionally, it is extremely likely that
other corroborating factors will further reduce the qual-
ity of the feather cover because of the multifactorial na-
ture of FP (van Staaveren and Harlander-Matauschek,
2020). Regardless, our results suggest that birds will
show more FP and have worse feather cover toward
the end of production.

Beak trimming and noncage housing both reduced FD
score to a larger extent than enrichment and age, and,
interestingly, the extent with which they reduced FD was
similar (Table 6). It also should be noted that beak trim-
ming was more common in cage systems, likely because
of noncage systems often involving free-range flocks, where
beak trimming often is not allowed. With beak trimming
being more common in cage systems, it could be expected
that cage systems would actually be associated with a
higher FD score and better feather cover. This, however,
was not the case, suggesting that housing system and
beak trimming both have their own effect on FD.

The finding that beak trimming (20.57 6 0.17,
Table 6) was associated with a better feather cover is
not unexpected, as this practice minimizes the damage
birds can do to one another (Nicol, 2018). However,
the practice does not eliminate the behavior (beak trim-
ming did not significantly affect FP in the univariate
analysis, data not shown). Furthermore, beak trimming
is under increasing scrutiny because of ethical and socie-
tal concerns and is being banned or phased out in various
countries (Nicol et al., 2013; Rollin, 2015; Nicol, 2018;
van Staaveren and Harlander-Matauschek, 2020). As
such, it is likely that beak trimming will no longer be
available in the future. This further highlights the need
for effective and socially acceptable management strate-
gies that can counter the larger damage that is possible
in flocks with intact beaks.
We found that housing system influenced the feather
cover, with the FD score being lower in birds kept in
cage systems compared with noncage systems
(20.57 6 0.26, Table 6). A previous review of literature
using a vote counting approach similarly found that
feather condition was worse in cages compared with
alternative systems (Freire and Cowling, 2013). Howev-
er, they compared conventional cages against furnished
cage, single-tier and multi-tier barn systems, and out-
door systems. No distinction was made between the
different type of cage and noncage housing systems
within the current analysis. Likely, the lower FD or
worse feather cover in cage systems (Table 7) is a conse-
quence of inherent differences between these systems.
Noncage systems often provide some form of litter as a
foraging substrate or outdoor access, which is considered
the main protective factor as FP is theorized to be a form
of redirected foraging (Blokhuis, 1986; Rodenburg et al.,
2013). This would also explain the 5 times lower fre-
quency of FP observed in noncage systems compared
with cage systems (Table 4). However, at the same
time, it is often suggested that noncage housing systems
are associated with increased risk and difficulty of FP
outbreaks because of larger group sizes (Nicol et al.,
1999; Bil�cı́k and Keeling, 2000). The current results
seem to suggest the contrary, although the develop-
mental data set was not completely balanced for housing
systems. There were less observations within cage sys-
tems which likely also explains the slightly higher stan-
dard error for its estimate (Tables 4, 6, and 7).
Differences between housing systems in terms of FP or
FD are not always identified (Sherwin et al., 2010;
Decina, 2018; van Staaveren and Harlander-
Matauschek, 2020), suggesting that the housing system
management is more influential in affecting the FP or
FD within a flock rather than the housing system per se.
Feather Pecking Frequency and Feather
Damage Score Within the Database

The FP frequency was expressed as the number of
pecks per bird per min, which was generally low, but
extrapolating it would mean that a bird pecks on average
1.8 times per hour (Table 3). Previously reported fre-
quencies ranged between 0.5 and 30.2 pecks per hour
(LayWel, 2006). However, comparing the frequency of
pecks reported in different studies is difficult because of
different definitions, methods, housing system, breeds,
and bird ages involved. Within the current meta-
analysis, FP was more often measured in young birds
(average 21 wk of age), which could explain the low fre-
quency. Furthermore, it likely was more a representation
of different forms of bird-to-bird pecking, rather than FP
per se. Future analysis should attempt to tease apart the
different forms of FP and other forms of bird-to-bird
pecking (van Staaveren and Harlander-Matauschek,
2020).
The converted FD score in the experiments was on

average 3.1 (range: 1.4–4.0, Table 3). This implies
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that most studies had birds within the upper range of
the scale with limited FD, though some observations
reached the lower range with severe FD. It also high-
lighted that FD is not always observed or present
even in studies that specifically aim to research this
phenomenon (Campbell et al., 2018). It should be
kept in mind that the current findings are therefore
only applicable within the current observed range
and area of inference (Cooper et al., 2009). The num-
ber of observations toward the lower range of the
scoring scale was smaller, with the majority of obser-
vations falling within the higher range (50% of obser-
vations had FD . 3.3). Furthermore, the model was
evaluated back on the developmental database, and
independent evaluation is needed, preferably with a
larger inclusion of low FD observations. With more
standardized reporting of FD and FP in the field,
this may be possible.
Standardization of Feather Pecking and
Feather Damage Outcomes

The issue of standardization because of different
scoring scales and limited data reported had previously
prevented the use of a meta-analysis approach (Kjaer
et al., 2011; Freire and Cowling, 2013). Indeed, both
FP and FD data were presented in different ways in liter-
ature which required thorough standardization. While
FP data were generally easier to standardize (in our
case, to number of pecks per bird per min), some studies
had to be omitted as they presented number or percent-
age of birds or the percentage of time spent on the
behavior. Additionally, caution should be taking in the
interpretation because of different definitions of forms
of bird-to-bird pecking and presentation of these forms
together rather than separate values for FP in several
studies. More complicated was the standardization of
at least 8 different FD scoring scales that were used on
1–11 body areas. Subsequently, FD data were presented
per different area, as a total sum, or a total averaged
score. To allow proper comparison between the studies,
we used a similar approach to Bedere et al. (2018),
assuming a linear relationship between the different
scoring scales to convert them to the recognized 1–4 scale
developed by Tauson et al. (2005). For discrete scores,
such as for FD, the calculation of means or sums should
be avoided (Botreau et al., 2007); therefore, we adjusted
it to one body area to retain the meaning of the 1–4 score
(Table 2). As such, the values of FD calculated for the
current dataset can perhaps be best considered to more
represent a continuous visual analog scale. Visual
analogue scales are suggested to increase observer reli-
ability, considered potentially more sensitive, and they
allow for different processing and analyses than categor-
ical scales (Tuyttens et al., 2009). Visual analog scales
have been developed to assess for example, lameness in
cows and pigs (Tuyttens et al., 2009; Nalon et al.,
2014), keel bone fractures in laying hens (Rufener
et al., 2018), and behavior descriptors (Welfare
Quality, 2009), but to the authors’ knowledge, none
are developed for FD. While the conversion allowed us
to standardize the FD score across studies, it could be
discussed whether this adjustment was the best method
to use or whether more appropriate adjustments are
available. However, until consistency within research is
reached and the same scoring scale is used across studies,
some sort of calculation will be needed for it to be
possible to perform a meta-analysis on this kind of
outcome. Furthermore, measures of variance (i.e., SD
or SE) were infrequently reported, further limiting the
meta-analysis as also noted by Freire and Cowling
(2013). Therefore, we were unable to perform any
weighting of the observations according to their preci-
sion, as suggested by St Pierre (2001).

In conclusion, environmental enrichment is provided
in various forms in laying hen production. Following
standardization of FP and FD outcomes, this meta-
analysis presents the first evidence that providing envi-
ronmental enrichment per se is capable of reducing FP
and limiting FD in laying hen flocks. The analyses of
behavior and feather cover were in good agreement
which further strengthens the argument for the benefit
of environmental enrichment. The extent to which
enrichment lowers FD, however, suggests that enrich-
ment alone will not be able to eliminate FD completely.
Further research is needed to determine the effect of
different types of enrichment, method of enrichment pro-
vision, and short- or long-term effects. Environmental
enrichment should be encouraged as part of a compre-
hensive approach involving multiple management stra-
tegies aimed at reducing FP and FD.
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